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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by H. Alan Hoover

Thank you! There’re are no other words that can express the thanks due to so many individuals for making our annual meeting and exhibit held at STAMPSHOW 2003 in Columbus, OH so
complete. Thank you to the exhibitors. The exhibiting results are reported elsewhere in this issue,
but our Hungarian exhibits captured one gold, one vermeil and one silver-bronze awards for exhibits
and a silver for our literature submission of this publication. Other members also participated with
non-Hungarian exhibits and, again, their results are reported one the next page. We are pleased so
many members exhibited and attended. Thank you!
Thank you to the over 25 members who signed in at our society booth and attended the General Meeting. Thank you to the Board members who also came. Our annual get-together always includes an Executive Board Meeting and a General Membership meeting. The condensed minutes for
those respective meetings are reported in this issue. We also welcome four new members to our society, who signed up during the show. We hope we can be of service to your philatelic needs, and
thank you, too, for joining our society.
During our Board & General Meetings, we discussed the continued struggle to get more
members involved with the society activities, whether in exhibiting, writing articles for our publication or assisting as a volunteer in the many aspects of the organizational activities. Two attending
members, Franklin Miller from Ohio volunteered to assist in the membership/publications activities,
and Randy Frank from California volunteered to assist in coordinating our involvement in next
year’s show at SESCAL in Los Angeles. Thank you to both for your offer of help, and we are certain
that Bob Morgan will be happy to receive your assistance.
Our editor has cried for help once again. Unless members submit new material for publication soon, our December 2003 issue will consist of only the front and back covers. There are no unpublished articles in reserve! Yes, you can help! How about sending in that article about whatever
that you are always promising to submit? We need it for the December issue, which is but a few
months away! This plea was posed to the Executive Board as well as the General Membership attendees during STAMPSHOW. Hopefully some members will rally to the cause and assist. Our editor is a prolific writer and could compose many items but we want this to be your publication, too.
Why not send the editor a photocopy of some unusual item that you know nothing about and ask for
reader’s inputs as to what it is? We have also discussed starting a short article series describing basics of Hungarian philately that many of us may take for granted. Many new members have voiced
an interest for this kind of information. Our trusty editor will start to pull out some of these ideas together to help you, the basic collector. And, maybe, the skills of some the old timers could use a little
polishing as well. Also, let the editor know what you would like to see.
Lastly we thank all of the folks who worked behind the scenes to make things go so smoothly
at STAMPSHOW. We’d like to thank our local member Sam Basham and his wife Ellen for their
hospitality and the dinner arrangements; also, Annette Hoover and Edith Morgan who so patiently
manned our booth during the entire show assisting everyone and signing up new members, and all of
the SHP membership that attended. Rumor has it this was one of the best member turnouts at an SHP
show in many years. Let’s plan to do it even better next year at SESCAL 2004!
Thank you all and Keep Stampin’!
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KUDOS AND WELCOME
Congratulations to our fellow SHP members for the following exhibition awards. Mr. Alfred
F. Kugel received a gold medal, the Postal History Society medal and the Rossica nation award at
Napex for The Allied Intervention in Russia 1918-1925; Mr. Kugel also received two silver awards
for one-frame exhibits titled Russian Post Offices Abroad in China 1900-1920 and Russian Post Offices Abroad in Central Asia 1900-1920. In addition, Mr. Kugel won a gold medal at Ropex with
The Expansion of Greece 1897-1922.
APS Stampshow 2003 results achieved by SHP members are as follows. Mr. Alfred Kugel’s
exhibits Allied Intervention in the Boxer Uprising and Philatelic History of Albania 1900-1935 won
the prix d’honneur in the Champion and Champions class. Mr. Kugel also received gold, silver, and
vermeil medals, respectively, for his single frame exhibits Australian Contingents in the Anglo-Boer
War, Panama Canal Zone Registered Mail 1905-1922, and United States Postal Agencies in the Far
East 1867-1899. Mr. Robert B. Morgan received a gold medal for Hungary: The Hyperinflation
1945-46. Dr. Andrew Munster received a gold for the exhibit Postal Rates of the Roman States:
Bjocchi Period: 1852-1867 and a vermeil as well as the best Hungarian exhibit award for the single
frame exhibit Airmail in Wartime Hungary. First time exhibitor Mr. James Gaul received a silverbronze medal and the SHP Certificate of Appreciation for his single frame exhibit titled Hungarian
Cancellations on the first five issues of Austria’s Definitive Stamps (1850-1871). Mr. Csaba L. Kohalmi received a silver medal in the literature category for The News of Hungarian Philately. Mr.
Henry Hahn exhibited the handbook Historie Postovnictvi V Telci A Okoli. Mr. Lyman R. Caswell
participated with the thematic exhibit They Came to America. The level of awards for the last two
exhibitors was unavailable at press time.
Welcome to our newest members Mr. David A. Ebert of Shawnee, KS; Mr. Gary T. Hollander of Obetz, OH; Mr. Rainer Janschke of Edgewood, KY; Mr. Frank Juhasz of Granite City,
IL; Mr. T. P. McDermott of White Plains, NY; Mr. Peter Meggyesy of Offenbach, Germany, Mr.
John Nagy of Orlando, FL; and Mr. Alain Vailly of Vertou, France;


LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT
Hi, Alan!
Just wanted to thank you and the club for awarding me the life membership. The letter and
the certificate are most impressive and will be treasured by me always.
Again, much appreciation for you thoughtfulness. Best wishes for continued success in running this fine club of ours.
Sincerely,
Richard Stark


LAST CHANCE TO ORDER THE HUNGARIAN HYPERINFLATION OF 1945-1946
BOOK BY ROBERT B. MORGAN AT DISCOUNT
FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION: The publisher indicated that the book will be
ready in September and will be shipped immediately to all whose orders have been received already.
SHP was notified that the Special Pre-Publication price (available to SHP members only) will be discontinued one week after you receive this copy of The News. Please use the blue order form that was
included with the April-June 2003 issue to order your copy. You must use this form to be eligible for
the discount. Please make your check out to the Collectors Club of Chicago and mail it together with
the order form to 270 Cunningham Drive, Park Forest, IL 60466.
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THE DOMESTIC SMALL PARCEL STAMP OF 1998
by Gábor Voloncs

This item may the last ‘missing philatelic link’ from the 20th century. The Hungarian Post
previously issued several non-denominated parcel post stamps in the rapidly changing postal tariffs
era of the 1946 hyperinflation. The Cs. 5.-I. (face value 3000 pengö) and the Cs. 10-I. (face value
6000 pengö) overprints were prepared to pay the fees for parcels weighing up to 5 and 10 kilograms,
respectively. These two stamps were followed by the Cs. 5.-2. and the Cs. 10.-2. overprints. At the
time these stamps were prepared, the unpredictability of the rampant inflation kept these stamps from
receiving an actual numerical value.
The tradition established in 1946 was revisited after a 52-year gap. In 1998, the post introduced a discounted rate for the handling of domestic small parcels. The Banknote Printers produced a
special stamp based on a design by Ferenc Svindt for this service.
Postal Directive number 61/1998. (Po. É. 16.) issued by the Director General of the Hungarian Post, Ltd., introduced the new, ‘domestic small parcel’ category, the particulars of which were defined as follows:
The domestic small parcel is an item submitted at any Hungarian postal agency, the
contents of which is legally shippable, is not restricted in delivery to the addressee, and does
not require any special processing or handling.
The weight of the domestic small parcel cannot be less than 500 gm and cannot exceed
2000gm.
The dimensions of the domestic small parcel are defined as starting at 90 x 140mm with
the longest dimension + width + height not exceeding 900mm. The largest dimension permitted is 600mm. The dimensions apply to cylindrical mailings, also.
Such a shipment is accepted only if there is no declaration of value or requirement for
special services.
If the sender does not provide a return address, the post cannot refuse to accept the
package.
Address tags attached with string may not be utilized.
A 170Ft postal tariff was established at the time of the introduction of this service. The rate
was in effect until 31 December 1998. Packages receiving this service were to be marked ‘domestic
small parcel’ to insure proper handling.
The design of the domestic small parcel
stamp, illustrated on the left, was printed in various
shades of blue varying from light blue to purple.
The design did not incorporate a numeral of value
but contained a white panel with a pre-printed alpha-numeric bar code. The size of the stamp was
60 x 80mm, perforated 12 ¼ and was supplied to
the post offices in sheets of 16 (4 x 4) stamps.

Belföldi kiscsomag (Domestic Small Parcel) Stamp
Depicting Two Stylized Boxes, the Country Designator ‘Magyarország’ and a White Panel for Bar Code.
The multicolored stamp was designed by Ferenc
Svindt and printed using offset by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. 1,300,000 copies were distributed to
post offices in 1998.
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The bar code consisted of the letters ‘CL’ and an eight-digit number. The first digit designated the postal directorate where the package was posted, the next six digits constituted a serial number,
while the eighth digit was a control number.
The listing of the postal directorates identified by the first numeral is as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

Budapest Postal Directorate
Pécs Postal Directorate
Debrecen Postal Directorate
Miskolc Postal Directorate
Budapest Environs Postal Directorate

6
7
8
9
0

Sopron Postal Directorate
Budapest Parcel Post Depot (for mass mailings)
Szeged Postal Directorate
(spare # for large mailings)
Budapest Parcel Post Depot

Officially, the Post Office assigned the nomenclature of ‘tariff-designator label’ to the ‘belföldi kiscsomag’ stamp. The fact that the item was actually a ‘stamp’ was underscored by the following statement from the introductory postal instructions: Inasmuch as the tariff designator label serves
as a payment vehicle for the postage fees, additional postage stamps need not be affixed. A domestic
small parcel may not be franked with a meter imprint. Thus, this type of parcel could be mailed exclusively with this ‘tariff-designator label’ or ‘stamp.’ The domestic small parcel stamp, depending
on the defined face value of the stamp, served as proper franking for such parcels.
The Post Office’s original intention was to reprint the domestic small parcel stamp annually
in different colors. The plan did not materialize because the public demand for this service was limited and the stock of the blue stamp, 1.3 million of which were prepared in 1998, was not depleted in
the more than four years of utilization. The limited utilization can be attributed to the lack of publicity for this service as well as to the conflict of interest the service created by the Hungarian Post. The
discounted rate meant reduced revenues since the same item, if mailed as a parcel, resulted in a better
cash flow for the post. Also, the ‘domestic small parcel’ service was available only at the general
service windows of municipal post offices, while the general public was accustomed to utilizing the
special parcel window for mailing packages.
The utilization directive instructed postal clerks to apply the domestic small parcel stamps in
correct numerical order to the upper half of the address side of the packages. In order to maintain the
readability of the bar code, the circular date stamp had to be applied to the upper right corner of the
‘stamp’ in such a way that about one third of the circle appeared on the stamp and two-thirds on the
package wrapper.
The No. 19 Postal Notice of 2002 reclassified the ‘domestic small parcel tariff designator label’ as a ‘mailing identifier postal document’ effective as of 1 June 2002. As a result, the items function as a parcel post stamp with a defined face value = tariff designator ceased. The labels continued
to see usage as service etiquettes on Minipack parcels until the supply was exhausted. The tariffs for
the ‘Minipack’ mailings were 180Ft for up to 350gm and 360Ft for up to 1000gm weight categories.
As with the ‘domestic small parcels,’ Minipacks had to be posted at the general service windows.
Due to strict accounting regulations, mint examples of the parcel stamps were not available
for sale to collectors during the ‘domestic small parcel’ utilization period. However, after the stamps
were reclassified, they could be purchased for the cost of the basic Minipack tariff after filling out
some administrative paperwork. By this time, however, there was only a small stock of leftovers remaining at some post offices.
The face value of the domestic small parcel stamps throughout the five years of utilization
varied with the established postal tariffs. For cataloging purposes, the value of used examples was
defined based on the cancelled date on the stamps. Note that examples cancelled after 1 June 2002
are worth less because these were used as mailing etiquettes only, and not as parcel post stamps.
Used examples are plagued by the poor quality of the domestic canceling ink and the lackadaisical handling of these items. Some items may appear to be mint examples but have only partial
gum on the reverse side. Such examples must be treated as used stamps.
The domestic small parcel stamps are relatively scarce because collectors were unaware of
their existence or did not identify them as collectible philatelic material. The stamps, because of
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scant publicity and missing denomination of value, were treated as labels or parcel identifiers. Occasionally, ‘cinderella’ collectors saved them for posterity.
In conclusion, I must underscore the need to list these items in the Hungarian catalog because, as ‘tariff designator labels,’ they served as bona fide parcel post stamps.
Domestic Small Parcel Stamp
Date used
Undated or date not legible
4 April 1998 – 31 Dec 1998
1 Jan 1999 – 31 Dec 1999
1 Jan 2000 – 31 Dec 2000
1 Jan 2001 – 31 Dec 2001
1 Jan 2002 – 1 June 2002

Face value (HUF)
170
200
220
280
320

Catalog Value (HUF) *
800 (mint) 300 (used)
2000
1000
1000
1000
2500

* US$ = ~225HUF. Catalog values are estimates only and are based on current available data subject
to change as the philatelic marketplace supply and demand factors become known.
/Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi/


A RARE INTERNAL POSTAL DOCUMENT USED IN OCCUPIED BARANYA
by László Filep

Over the years, the Hungarian Royal Post utilized countless different forms and documents.
The general public rarely encountered a lot of them. Most of the time, postal officials themselves
completed the required documents, so their circulation was restricted to the internal business of the
post. Collectively, we call these internal postal documents.
One such document is Form Number 738, A Request Regarding the Return, the Change of
Address or the Collection of Payment (738. sz. nyomtatvány Kérelem visszavétel, czímváltozás,
utánvétel leszállitás iránt). The dry, bureaucratic title refers to a very scarce and exciting subject of
postal history: the event in which the sender, having posted a letter, postcard, telegram, parcel, postal
money order or letter of value containing a cash shipment, desired to change something after the fact.
The scope of the reasons for change is limitless. Perhaps the sender wanted to redirect the
shipment or became aware of an address change or desired to change the amount to be collected upon
delivery even to waive the collection fee or simply wanted to reclaim the item. While the imaginable,
possible scenarios are numerous, the action itself required filling out this form.
The illustrated form, dated 1918, bears the printer’s imprint Községi nyomda, Budapest /
Community Printers, Budapest. The translation of the text utilized on the form is as follows:
Respected Post Office!
Please make arrangements concerning the item posted by me at ____ post office on (date)
bearing serial number ____ addressed to ____ weighing ____ containing ____
(crowns/fillérs) with declared value burdened with collection fee 1) to be returned to me 2) to be
sent to (new address).
deliver to address 2)
deliver to addressee waiving the entire collection fee 2)
deliver to addressee having collected __ K __ f collection fee 2)
I am attaching the original proof of mailing for the item in question and a true copy of
address listing, 4) – or a new parcel post letter of transit – which I have marked with the same
device used to seal the original mailing.
In the event that the item had been forwarded from the post office, I am requesting the arrangement be made by postal – telegram 2) means of communication.
In conclusion, I assume financial responsibility for any additional postal or telegram expenses incurred as a result of my request.
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Dated (place) (year/month/day).
The sender’s name and address: _____
1)
Write the type of mailing here. 2) Cross out non-applicable parts. 3) Write the new
amount to be collected on delivery here. 4) For letters and letters of value, the copy of the addresses must be provided on a similar envelope. For postal money orders or packages, the addresses must be provided on a sheet of letter writing paper.

Postal Request From for Changes Regarding the Disposition of a COD Parcel.
Posted at Pécs, 17 May 1919 during the Serbian occupation. The original package was sent to ‘Pápai’
in Osijek, Croatia and contained a handbag. The sender waived the COD fee of 150K.

The form measured 217 x 172mm and was to be completed by filling in the words and crossing out the non-applicable parts. From the printer’s imprint, we know that it was not printed by the
Hungarian Royal Post but, rather, was printed on contract by a private firm. Quite possible, these
forms were produced by multiple print shops using the same document serial number and uniform
text perhaps in slightly different size or appearance. Our philatelic knowledge is incomplete as to
when and for how long this form was utilized by the Post. The ‘cz’ spelling of words beginning with
the letter ‘c’ was changed on other postal forms starting in 1908, so this provides a clue for the introduction. /The fact that the form, printed in 1918, still carried the ‘cz’ spelling leaves one to surmise
that this form was an ‘orphan’ and was seldom used. Ed./
The form pictured here was completed on 17 May 1919 in the town of Pécs, then under Serbian occupation since 15 November 1918. The request was made concerning the fee of 150K to be
collected upon delivery of the package mailed from Pécs on 18 February 1919 to Osijek in Croatia.
The sender requested to waive the collection fee for the item, which was sent three months (!) prior.
The long interval between the mailing and the processing of this form raises questions. Quite
possible, the addressee refused to accept the parcel and did not pay the collection fee. Consequently,
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the Osijek post office sent a Visszajelentés / Return Report form (which is also another interesting internal postal document) inquiring about the disposal of the package. Naturally, this is only a supposition on my part. Still, it’s a likely scenario given that despite the difficulties presented during the
time of occupation, three months was still an excessive time for a delivery transaction to transpire.
Under the Belgrade Convention, which authorized the Serbian occupation of the Baranya triangle, the post continued to be operated by the Hungarians. Thus, the documents of the Hungarian
Royal Post were utilized. The extra 50f postal fee incurred by the person who submitted this request
were paid for by one 10f (on the reverse side) and two 20f King Károly stamps overprinted ‘1919
Baranya’. It is interesting to note that the pair of 20f stamps contain the two varieties of the numeral
‘1’ in the date: one with and one without serifs. I do not know how the 50f rate was established since
there is no indication of a schedule of fees on the form itself.
In any event, the form is special by itself and perhaps unique for the occupation period.
/Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi/


NEW DISCOVERIES CONCERNING THE STAMPS OF LAJTABÁNSÁG
INTRODUCTION
by Emmerich Vamos

The philatelic history of Western Hungary (Lajtabánság) is closely coupled with the territorial changes following World War I. When the United States, Great Britain and France acquiesced to
Austrian demands to in corporate 4,350 square kilometers of Hungarian territory into Austria, Hungarian officers organized military units that prevented the entry of the Austrian authorities. At the
same time, the Hungarian insurgents declared the independence of the region, which became known
as Lajtabánság. The ‘independence’ of Lajtabánság lasted a mere three months, but during this short
interval, several series of stamps were issued to underscore the region’s ‘independence’ and to provide postal services. During this period, Hungarian stamps were in short supply and Austrian issues
had not reached the region, yet.
Of the planned nine series of stamps, seven were officially issued, a fact that can be documented from contemporary letters. Of the many non-Hungarian stamp catalogs, only Michel recognizes the validity of these issues under the listing under ‘Westungarn.’ The other catalogs omit them
because the UPU did not consider these stamps as legitimate. It is hard to imagine how proper UPU
recognition could have been attained during the turbulent political events of the time. Still, it is indisputable that the seven series of stamps, which were officially authorized, fulfilled all of the UPU prerequisites for postal service.
Many articles and books have been written about the stamps of Western Hungary. Because
of the lack of official documentation, the much of the data in these publications is oftentimes based
on suppositions; and the authors have a tendency to contradict each other. The problems of research
are compounded by the lack of availability of an ample supply of postally used examples on covers.
A significantly large stock of these issues has been discovered only recently. This discovery and the
analysis of the material is the basis for the following article written by Mr. Dezsö Flasch, the highest
authority on Hungarian occupation and Western Hungarian stamp issues. In this article, Mr. Flasch
studied a large quantity of the first issue and his observations are based not on suppositions but facts.
In the name of the Society for Hungarian Philately, I would like to express my appreciation to
Mr. Flasch for sharing this study with us.
ADDITIONS TO THE HISTORY OF THE STAMPS OF WESTERN HUNGARY
by Dezsö Flasch

Recently, I had the opportunity to examine an extremely large collection, better described as
a huge accumulation, of Western Hungarian stamps. The lot contained large quantities of each of the
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seven officially issued series, including many errors in printing, both previously known and newly
discovered.
The full and partial sheets of the first issue overprints (Felkelö Magyarok / által megszállt /
Nyugatmagyarország / 1921 aug. szept.) deserve special attention. By the way, this philatelic treasure trove can be labeled as the Fischer-Lingauer collection/accumulation. It is common knowledge
that the overprinting of the first series was produced by the Albin Lingauer print shop in Szombathely
using hand-set type. The publishers of the Vasvármegye / Vas County periodical utilized these presstype lettering. The editor of the newspaper was Albin Lingauer, who identified with the insurrectionists and was an active member of the Carlist (pro-Habsburg) legitimist group. Master printer József
Fischer supervised the actual overprinting work.
Certain facts surrounding the first issue are as follows:
 when the territory was evacuated by Hungarian authorities, the Hungarian Royal Post removed all stamp stock from the post offices,
 despite these actions, the insurrectionists ‘discovered’ a supply of stamp in the post offices,
 according to György Hir, the entire quantity of the ‘discovered’ stock was overprinted,
 the overprinting operation began around the end of August.
The existence of the left-over stamp supplies can be explained by the fact that when the Hungarian government consented to the evacuation of the territory, the insurrectionists accelerated their
activities. Especially in Zone B, they succeeded in withholding a significant quantity of stamps from
being returned to the directors of the Sopron and the Szombathely postal headquarters. Sheets of
stamps that had already been withdrawn from use were amongst the stock found in the post offices.
These also received the overprint, but were not placed on sale for postal use. It is incorrect to call
these stamps as trail printings.
The final selection as to which stamps to issue officially was reached around 4 September
1921. Basically, the stamps that had lost their postal validity were excluded; but the decision about
which stamps to issue was based on the requirement for certain values because of the existing postal
rates established by the Hungarian Royal Post. The quantity of the overprinted stamps was the largest
for the 1 korona and 60 fillér values because these covered the rate for local and distance letters at 1K
and the rate for local and distance post cards at 60 fillér. The established rate for registration was
2,50K and for express delivery, 3K. These stamps were issued in smaller quantities, probably because the ‘discovered’ stock was smaller. Larger quantities of the 20f, 40f and 50f values were available to provide supplemental postage to make up the required rates (e.g., 2K + 50f, 2,50K + 50f, etc.)
The 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6f harvester stamps and the 50, 75, and 80f parliament stamps were excluded from the officially issued set despite the fact that these stamps were still postally valid. It is
interesting to note that, with the exception of the 2f stamp, generally speaking all officially issued
Western Hungarian stamps satisfied an existing postal tariff and that the face value of these stamps
ended with the numeral ‘0’ or ‘5.’
It is not surprising that the ‘surplus’ stamps (unissued or overprinted on withdrawn stamps)
remained in the possession of József Fischer, the director of the printing shop. He created covers with
some of these stamps and mailed them to his residence in Szombathely, mostly from the Tarcsa post
office. Cutouts from covers bearing these unissued stamps are known to exist with cancellations of
post offices located in the First and Third Military districts, such as Tarcsa (18-30 September); Darufalva, Léka, Lödös (18 September), Németújvár, Nagyszentmihály, Rohoncz (12 September). The
last three localities are mentioned also in Mr. Király’s book, A nyugatmagyarországi felkelö harcoktól a Civitas Fidelissima-ig / From the Western Hungarian Uprising to the Most Faithful
City, (Sopron, 2001).
I will now list, by type and face value, the 49 different overprinted found in this hoard. The
existence of the overprint on some stamps that were not officially issued was already known. Tibor
Király reported 10 values in the aforementioned book; Zimmerl’s related study (Vor 75 Jahren: Die
Landnahme de Burgenland-des published in Die Briefmarke, Vol. 44, p. 9.12.20-22) listed a total of
17. It is extraordinary that the stamps listed below represent such a large number of unissued stamps,
especially since the stock of these stamps remained intact in full or half sheets over a span of 80-plus
years. The collection contained normal and inverted overprints as well as cancelled pieces.
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Type
1916 Postal Savings
1916 War Aid III
1916 Harvesters
1916 Parliament
1918 Karl-Zita
1919 Magyar Posta, Harvesters and Parliament
1920 Harvesters
1921 Parliament
Black Numeral Porto
Red Numeral Porto
Red Numeral Porto
Magyar Posta Porto

Value
10f
10+2, 15+2, 40+2f
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 15, 20, 25, 35f
50, 75, 80f, 1, 2, 3, 5K
10, 20, 25, 40f
6, 10, 20, 40, 95f, 1, 1.20,
1.40K
5, 10, 40, 50, 60f
2.50K, 3.50K
6f, 12f
2, 5, 10, 15f
6, 20, 30f
2f

Scott Number
103A
B53, B54, B55
108-112, 114-117
119-125
127, 129-131
178, 179, 181, 184,
189, 190, 192, 193
335-338, 340
364, 365
J22, J24
J29, J30, J32, J34
J31, J35, J36
J65

Note

invalid since 1918
invalid after 30 June
1921
valid until 1922
valid until 1923
overprint facing left
overprint facing right
overprint facing left
valid until 30 June 1921

Cover Mailed from Tarcsa on 18 September 1921 by Printer József Fischer to his Residence in Szombathely.

Now I would like to address the topic of the overprinting work.
The overprinting was performed in vertical format on sheets of stamp stock using a 50subject plate. The postage due stamps are an exception since these had to be rotated 90 degrees to the
left or to the right when utilizing the printing plate designed for the harvester-type stamps. Fortunately, the postage due stamps were the same size as the harvester stamps with the exception of the orientation. Because the sheets were placed sideways into the press, the text of the resultant overprint faces to the left or to the right.
The width and spacing of the text on the overprinting plate had to be widened to accommodate the parliament-type stamps.
Because the plate covered only a half sheet of the stamps, the alignment of the overprint between the two halves is not exact. Sometimes the text on one half of the sheet is higher than on the
other half; sometimes the spacing is wider. These discrepancies occur between columns 5 and 6 in
the sheet resulting in collectible pairs showing the variances. The typesetting of the printing plate
was done by hand. The less-than-exacting work and the inconsistent setting of the type resulted in the
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creations of varieties such as the missing ‘e’ in ‘Felk_lö’ found on examples of the 1K value Parliament stamp. The quick tempo of the work performed in overprinting such a large quantity of stamps
and the possible mishandling of the printing plate resulted in the creation of error. Some of these are
1. missing letters,
2. partially printed letters,
3. other plate errors.

Pairs of Stamps Showing the Misalignment of the Overprint in the Middle of the Sheet
Resulting from the Two-step Overprinting of Half Sheets of Stamps

I will discuss these variations next.
Plate errors found on the Harvesters stamps include a missing period after ‘szept_’ in positions 5, 10, and 15; the period is missing after ‘1921_’ in positions 37 and 57 (not found on all
sheets); the ‘1’ in ‘1921’ exists without a serif or is deformed in positions 91 and 96; the accent marks
missing on the letter ‘ö’ in ‘Felkelo’ in positions 22 and 27; ‘megszállt’ reads ‘_egszállt’ in positions
61 and 66; ‘által’ reads ‘á_tal’ in positions 73 and 78; the same ‘l’ is oftentimes thin or broken in ‘által’; ‘Magyarok’ reads ‘Maoyarok’ (the lower part of the letter ‘g’ is missing). I found all of these
variations on the 3 and 5f values. On the other values, the errors with the ‘1921’ are prevalent. I
found the missing ‘l’ in ‘Felke_ö’ only on the 50f stamp in positions 23 and 28.
On the Karl-Zita stamps, the missing ‘l’ in ‘á_tal’ occurs in positions 73 and 78; ‘Felkelo’ is
found in positions 22 and 27; ‘_egszállt’ exists in positions 61 and 66. The same observations can be
made errors and positions for the three values of the War Aid stamps and the postal savings stamp.
The plate errors found on the Parliament stamps are similar to the categories listed above.
The 50, 75, and 80f stamps can be found with the period missing after ‘szept’ but only in positions 5
and 15. The first ‘1’ in ‘1921’ exists without serif in positions 91 and 96. The ‘e’ is missing in
‘Felk_lö’ in position 96; the ‘l’ is missing in ‘álta_’ in position 70; and the deformed ‘g’ in
‘Maoyarok’ can be found in position 81 and occasionally in position 88.

Missing ‘e’ in ‘Felk_lö’ Variety from Sheet Position 91.
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Missing Accent Marks from the ‘ö’ in ‘Felkelo’ Variety on the Rightmost Stamp from Sheet Position 7.
(Note the misalignment of the overprint on the middle two stamps.)

Right: Missing Accent Marks from the ‘ö’ in ‘Felkelo’ Variety.
Center and Left: Missing ‘m’ in ‘_egszállt’ Variety.

In conclusion, I would like to
note that such plate errors occur infrequently on the stamps that comprise the
officially issued 1st series. Based on
this, I assume that the stamps were overprinted in two discrete groups. The first
group was hastily produced during the
last days of August, seemingly based on
a decision from one day to the next. The
second group of stamps was overprinted
with more thoughtful preparation and
greater care. By the first week of September, the insurrection evolved into a
centrally directed and organized event.
Thus, the overprinted stamps served a
specific purpose. Finally, I would like to
wrap up this article with the statement
that whenever similar stamps appear in

Missing ‘l’ in ‘á_tal’ Variety

various auctions, these are not faked overprints or trial printings. On the contrary, they are authentic
examples from the original group of stamps that have found their way into the philatelic marketplace.
/Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi. The Editor would like to apologize for the poor
quality of the reproductions, but they were scanned from equally poor, multiple generation
photocopies received from Hungary./
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A NEW SPIN ON THE 1931 JUSTICE FOR HUNGARY FLIGHT COVERS
by David Miles

Collectors: beware of unscrupulous dealers! Some dealers are trying to sell the 1931 Justice
for Hungary airmail covers as crashed mail. The Lockheed Sirius airplane, flown by pilots György
Endrész and Sándor Wilczek-Magyar, did not crash. Pilot Endrész failed to switch the fuel tanks in
time, the engine sputtered and the propeller stopped. The airplane made an unscheduled landing in a
field of sweet corn near the town of Bicske short of its destination of the Mátyásföld airport in Budapest. The only damage was to the propeller and one antenna on the wing. In fact, the plane was repaired and made exhibition flights later. As far as I’m concerned, this minimal damage does not constitute as crashed airplane.
I met one chap recently who paid £240 (US$395) for a flown postcard because he was taken
in by a dealer’s ‘spin’ about the crashed airplane. There’s a lesson to be learned: do your research
first and know the history behind the material you buy.

Not a Crashed Cover: A Flown Fundraising Postcard Processed by the Budapest 72 Post Office on 16 July
1931 and Forwarded to the Addressee at the Budapest 741 Post Office.

View of the Lockheed Sirius Aircraft After the Emergency Landing in a Cornfield.
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Frontal View of the ‘Justice for Hungary’ Aircraft in the Cornfield. Note the Broken Propeller.


HUNGARIAN AEROGRAMMES (Part I)
by Robert Jensen

I collect Hungarian aerogrammes (aeros), which are also known as air letter sheets. To encourage collecting them, I am writing about their history and what Hungary has to offer to the collector. An aerogramme is a lower cost version of an airmail letter. It is a single sheet of paper of small
size, which makes it light weight and economical to transport by air.
To encourage their use, the Hungarian Post Office priced aeros to be less costly than regular
airmail. However, the written message was limited in size an only on one side of a single sheet of
paper. Nothing additional was allowed inside the folded enclosure.
The world’s first aeros were military in nature and were messages airlifted by balloon out of
several French cities during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71. In 1923, a private company, the
Sociedad Colombo-Alemana de Transportes Aero (SCADTA), began flying aeros to Europe with the
approval and assistance of the Colombian government. The country of Iraq is given credit for issuing
in 1933 the first aeros as we know them today.
Hungary was late in joining the movement in the use of aeros. I estimate the first issue was
in early 1950, but I can’t be any more specific as there are no catalogs on the subject and very little
written material. Aeros were sold by the post offices as unfolded flat sheets. The user was obligated
to fold them into the proper shape acceptable to the post office, where a clerk would add the required
postage. Nothing could be added inside of a sealed aero or an additional charge would be made to the
mailing cost.
There are three types of Hungarian aeros: formula, official, and private. A formula aero has a
blank inside for a written or typed message. The outside front has boxes for the sender’s and the recipient’s addresses as well as a post horn indicating the space for the stamp. Each aero has one or
more glue flaps to the seal the piece prior to mailing. Formulas could be purchased at any post office.
The format of an official aero was similar to the one described above but, in addition, it had
an indicium or stamp printed on the front side. The selling price of the official aero was the face value of the stamp plus the cost of the paper. In the 1970s and the 1980s, the Hungarian Post issued
commemorative aeros, which could be purchased only in the large post offices of Budapest or from
Philatelia Hungarica.
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Private aeros are formula look-alikes but are printed privately. They could be purchased at
the corner store or the tobacconist shop, commonly called a trafik. They do not have the imprint of
the post horn (the official symbol of the Hungarian Post) in the stamp space and the backsides resembled an envelope.
In all of the above cases, the purchase price did not cover the cost of mailing the aero to its
ultimate destination. All aeros have a notice or legend printed on the front side stating that it would
be sent by airmail in Hungarian and French: Légiposta / Par Avion.
The first three issues of aeros, all formula types, had the same size and shape with the final
folded dimension of 174 x 93mm. All had three glue flaps, one long one at the top and two short
flaps, one at each end. All had blue printing overlays on areas not used for address spaces or the post
horn. The first and second issues of the formula types were the most elaborate of all Hungarian aeros
from the beginning to the end. Both issues had left-leaning red, white, and blue slant bars around the
folded perimeter, font and back, and a dark blue printing overlay on all areas not used for the addresses or the post horn, again, front and back.
On the first three issues there were opening instructions printed on the back of the top glue
flap in five languages that stated, open here. For the first issue, which appeared around 1950, the
languages on the back side of the aero with the top glue flap in place are in the following order, reading from left to right: English, French, Hungarian, German, and Russian.

First Issue Formula Aerogramme Used in 1952.

The second issue dated about 1953 was similar to the first issue except the languages were rearranged. Reading from left to right, the languages are Hungarian, Russian, French, English, and
German. As you can see, the Hungarian went from the middle to the first on the list.
The third issue dated about 1955 was similar to the second one except the left leaning slant
bars are printed in blue and white only instead of the three colors and the printing overlay is light blue
in color instead of dark blue.
Sometimes, a change in the postal rate resulted in a physical change to the existing aero. The
fourth issue formula, dated about 1958, was reduced in size with folded dimensions of 138 x 92mm
and the number of glue flaps were reduced from three to one at the top. On the front side, the word
Feladó was added to the return address Exp. On the reverse side, the Hungarian document version
number was reduced from MNDSZ 4605 to MSZ 4605. The overlay printing became very faint at
times, and several printing colors and paper are known to exist.
A private aero appeared in 1958. I have an example that was printed in the United States,
then sent to Hungary and mailed back to the US. The source behind this example was a prominent
airmail collector-dealer from New Jersey.
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Reverse Side of the First Issue Formula Aerogramme Used in 1952.

Third Issue Aerogramme Used in 1955. Note the re-arranged order of the languages for opening instructions.

A fifth issue formula was issued about 1960 and was very similar to the fourth issue except
on the front side the sender’s name and address were moved from the upper left to the lower left corner. The receiving name and address were moved to the right. On the reverse side, the word Papirnemügyár was eliminated. Early in the life of this issue, the post office honored a request to have
dashed lines added to the perimeter of the front to assist the user in folding the aero. This help did not
last long as it did not appear on the next issue.
After the 1960 formula issue, official aeros appeared as well as companion formula and private aeros.
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Front and Reverse Sides of the Small Format Aerogramme Used in 1958. Note the single sealing flap.

Front and Reverse Sides of the Revised Small Format Aerogramme Used in 1968. Note that the box for sender’s address moved to the lower left corner and the dashed lines along the bottom on the front side and the
word ‘Papírnemügyár’ was removed from the upper right corner of the back.
/Mr. Jensen’s Hungarian Aerogrammes exhibit received a silver medal at this year’s Lancopex stamp show./

/To be continued…/


IN MEMORIAM – ZSUZSA SIPOS (1942-2003)
by Gábor Visnyovszki, Gary Ryan, et al.

Hungarian philatelists worldwide mourn the sudden loss of Mrs. Zsuzsa Sipos, a giant of
Hungarian philately. Although she was lesser known outside of Hungary, her contribution to Hungarian philately was considerable. For many years, she was the leading researcher at the Budapest
Stamp Museum and wrote innumerable articles on all aspects of Hungarian philately. She was an expert on the 1871 lithographed issue, but her main love was the Franz Joseph stamps of 1867. In 1982
after considerable research of contemporary documents, she published a substantive work on the subject that was instrumental leading to the acceptance by philatelists worldwide of the 1867 stamps as
the first issue of the newly independent Hungarian Post. She supplemented her work on this subject
in 1992 with additional material. In 1999, she published another monumental work on the field post
offices in Hungary during the 1848-49 War of Independence.
She was a modest, quiet person with considerable philatelic knowledge, immense energy, and
incredible dedication to whatever task she undertook. Through her books and countless published articles, she became known as the internationally renowned yet uncrowned queen of Hungarian stamp
and postal history. Her character was exemplary and she will be greatly missed.
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

I share Gábor Visnyovszki’s eloquent feelings expressed in memory of Zsuzsa Sipos. While
she was not a member of SHP, she was a past contributor of material on the pages of this newsletter.
I had the pleasure of meeting her briefly last year during the Mafitt general meeting. I will always
remember her for her friendly, cheerful disposition.
Dr. Leslie S. Ettre’s letter, Ukrainian Corrections, appeared in the May 2003 issue of the
American Philatelist. Dr. Ettre commented on the inaccuracies published in the May issue of the
same magazine in the article, The Ukrainian Connection, written by Andrij D. Solczanyk.
The last in the series of the post-World War I border adjustments occurred 80 years ago. The cancellation illustrated on the left
was used in the town of Szentpéterfa to commemorative the event.
Szentpéterfa is located in southwestern Hungary. The settlement
was returned to Hungary in March 1923 as the border between Hungary and the Austria province of Burgenland (known philatelically as
the Lajtabánság/Western Hungary) was finalized.
As a cost cutting measure, the Hungarian Post will close
about 400 post offices in small settlements throughout Hungary.
Similar closures and consolidations have already taken place in the
United States. The announcement of the closures was met with a
public outcry in Hungary since, traditionally, village post offices
served the financial and communication needs of remote areas.
In the past year, the US dollar has lost about 25% of its value against the euro. The Hungarian forint currency is tied to the euro and, consequently, has gained strength with respect to the dollar.
About two years ago, the rate was US$1 = HUF 300+. In late spring, it was in the range of US$1 =
HUF 207 until fiscal pressures forced the Hungarian National Bank to devalue the currency. As of
August, the exchange rate was US$1 = HUF 230. Last April, Hungarians voted to join the European
Union. The referendum gave a mixed picture of the popular enthusiasm for the EU: less than 50% of
the eligible electorate bothered to turn out; however, 85% of the participants voted ‘yes.’ Thus, the
days of the forint-currency are numbered. The introduction of the euro in Hungary is expected to occur before the end of this decade. The conversion will present another opportunity for ‘mixed frankings’ covers for postal historian philatelists.
In the May 2003 issue of the
Airpost Journal (sent in by Bob
Jensen), author Jim Graue discussed a Hungarian airmail cover
posted on 28 August 1939 addressed
to Chile that was involved in a crash
at Hannover, Germany. The cover
bore a Berlin Flughafen transit mark
dated 29 August 1939. Normally,
the mail destined to South America
would have been forwarded to
Frankfurt am Main to connect with
the Deutsche Lufthansa flight
scheduled to leave on 31 August at
5:00AM. Due to imminent outbreak
of war, DLH suspended airmail service to South America on 25 August
and ordered its support ship and
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spare aircraft out of Bathurst, in the British Colony of Gambia, in order to protect German assets.
Thus, the Hungarian cover was re-routed to Köln by way of Hannover in order to catch a flight to
Paris. Through a DLH-Air France agreement, mail that missed the regular DLH flights was automatically routed to Paris to be carried on the twice-weekly Air France flights to South America. The
crash occurred upon takeoff from Hannover early on 31 August (departure time was listed as
1:20AM). The author quoted reports that a small part of the mail was recovered. Because hostilities
between Germany and Poland broke out in the early morning hours on the next day (1 September
1939), no more flights to Paris were conducted. The cover was re-sealed at the Hannover post office
and forwarded via surface mail. It arrived in Santiago de Chile on 6 October 1939.
Stephen Spinder’s photographic exhibit, Through my Lens: Budapest and Transylvania, is on
display at the Museum of the American Hungarian Foundation through November 9th of this year.
The museum is located at 300 Somerset Street in New Brunswick, NJ, tel: 732-846-5777. The hours
of the exhibit are 11-4 Tuesdays through Saturdays, 1-4 on Sundays.
Worldwide new issue stamp totals for 2001 were compiled by the Michel-Runschau stamp
magazine published in Germany. The world’s postal administrations issued 14,408 items with a face
value of US$8,381. The Hungarian Post’s share of this number was 47 items, placing it 84th out of
about 250 different postal entities. This modest contribution compares favorably with such prolific
stamp issuing administrations as the United States Postal Service, which deluged us with 299 different stamps for 7th place in the philatelic derby.


WASHINGTON 2006 UPDATE
by Andrew M. Munster

As of July 2002, the Washington Convention Center is partially
complete and a reception has been held there already. The Washington 2006
team is currently deciding in what order to award the necessary infrastructure
rooms at the Center, i.e. Security, bin room, administration, jury rooms,
commissioners’ room, secretariat, etc. This selection will be completed by
the end of the summer. Over the next several months, member Societies will
receive a notice for confirmation of rooms requested, size, dates, etc.
On the list of Societies, SHP is number three, preceded only by the
local AFDCS and the U.S. Stamp Society. I am told by Pat Walker, head of
our local organizing committee, that the SHP is pretty well assured of getting
what it requested. The advance planning for the event seems to be well organized, and the SHP’s foresight to indicate support early will ensure that our
needs will be met.
Our Board of Directors also voted to sponsor two exhibits from Hungary in order to increase
the presence of Hungarian exhibition material at Washington 2006. The Mabéosz’s President
Kurdics sent letter reprinted below to acknowledge and thank us for our support.
H. Alan Hoover,
President, Society for Hungarian Philately
Dear Mr. President!
I ask you to please excuse my delay in responding to your letter. Through our own fault, my
original reply was sent to the wrong address.
Your offer to us, on behalf of the American Hungarian Stamp Collectors’ Association (sic.
i.e., SHP), regarding the Washington 2006 world stamp exhibition is a great honor. We are confident
that in addition to the two exhibits sponsored by your organization, the entries of several other exhibitors (i.e., from Hungary) will be accepted.
Naturally, the selection of the two collections will be based on the recommendations of our
Exhibition Committee. When this information becomes available, we will notify you of the results.
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I’m happy to convey to you our impression that the articles in your publication contain many
thought-provoking articles dealing with Hungarian philately. There is active interest in these in our
library. We would be happy to publish an article in the Bélyegvilág introducing your organization
since many collectors here are interested in the overseas perspective about the future of philately.
In the name of our association, I thank you for your good wishes and would like to return the
same to you and to our Hungarian-American friends.
Sándor Kurdics, Mabéosz President


THE SECRETARY’S REPORT, 8 AUGUST 2003
by Robert B. Morgan, Secretary

Since the last meeting, we signed up 22 new members. Five members resigned and 5 were
deleted for not responding to correspondence or not paying dues. Long time member Janos Gabriel
died. Presently we have 185 members, a gain of 12 for the year.
The Society was active in the advancement of Hungarian philately as the SHP underwrote the
cost of two Mabéosz Hungarian exhibits’ frame fees at the Washington 2006 World Exhibition. The
President of Mabéosz, Mr. Sándor Kurdics, gratefully accepted the offer.
SHP’s financial contribution made it possible to have Robert Morgan’s book Hungary’s Hyperinflation of 1945-46 to be published by the prestigious Collectors Club of Chicago. SHP members
were offered a limited time discount price subscription.
Our Internet Website was superbly re-designed and maintained by our member in Australia
Rev. John R. Tollan. We are grateful for his efforts.
Re: Member recruiting. We’ve tried advertising in Linn’s Stamp News for six months and
expected better results than we received (after several inquiries only two new members joined). The
most promising routes are our website and the Society table at the annual shows we attend. The fliers
distributed at various shows are reaching prospective members. Articles in non-SHP philatelic publications where SHP is mentioned are drawing inquiries and continually creating interest.
The SHP Auction conducted by Emmerich Vamos was very successful this year. An additional service he started this year is the breaking up and selling a complete collection for a member.


MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SHP EXECUTIVE BOARD, 8 AUGUST 2003
by Robert B. Morgan, Secretary

The meeting was chaired by President Alan Hoover. In attendance were Andrew M.
Munster, Vice-president, Robert B. Morgan, Secretary, and Csaba L. Kohalmi, Editor.
Several additional topics were discussed in addition to the Washington 2006 Update and the
Secretary’s Report above. The Editor reiterated the need for new material for subsequent issues of
the newsletter. Point was raised to return to basics in writing about Hungarian philately to appeal to
newcomers as well as to include articles of human interest about our members.
Auction chairperson Emmerich Vamos sent a message requesting an outside audit of his
books. The Board voted to authorize President Hoover to appoint an Audit Committee comprised of
two members independent of the Board to review the paperwork, to check the balance sheets, and to
report to the Executive Board. Based on subsequent email communication on this subject, Mr.
Vamos was advised to retain copies of his records for a period of seven years.
The Board decided not to print any form of a membership directory because of privacy concerns. The Board also voted to publish a revised Concordance of Occupation Issues Catalog Numbers submitted by Miklos Tecsy as the next SHP monograph #10. The Board discussed future publications projects such as the planned index for the newsletter articles based on subject matter and ‘key
words,’ and a new monograph on the imperforate stamps issued by Hungary.
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Alan Hoover reported on the limited activities of the Sales Circuit. At present, there is only
one circuit making the rounds. While there is a demand from the members, available material is extremely limited. /Please see the back of the inside cover for details on submitting material./
The Board reviewed the revised Treasurer’s Report, which was based on the end-of-year report published in the January-March issue of The News. The financial footing of the Society is
sound, and a vote was taken to keep the membership dues at the same level for the next calendar year
of 2004. It was noted, however, that the membership dues cover the cost of publishing and sending
the newsletter to US and Canadian members only. Overseas subscriptions are subsidized by other
sources of income, such as the auction commissions. The subject of dues will be revisited in the future whenever an airmail postal rate increase by the US Postal Service is anticipated. Other sources
of income have been the Sales Circuit, which is of limited size right now, and the sale of the Baranya
monograph and the bound volumes of the newsletter.
The Executive Board will explore the possibility of using an electronic form of dues payments via the Paypal service. Such an approach was deemed extremely beneficial to our evergrowing number of overseas members. Fund transfer via Paypal carry a nominal charge, which
would be recovered by asking approximately an additional $1 for the convenience.
The Board did not made any changes in the plans for future conventions. The list published
in this year’s April-June issue is still current. SHP was invited to join a Pan-Slavic show during Chicagopex in 2007. Tentatively, SHP had indicated an interest in participating at WESTPEX 2007;
however, the show’s venue was changed recently to a location near the San Francisco airport because
of the demolition of the old Cathedral Hill location. The Board decided to keep the new invitation in
mind before making a final decision about the show participation in 2007. Next years’ participation
will be at SESCAL in Long Beach, CA (close to LAX airport) on 1-3 October 2004.
The Board acknowledged the work accomplished by Reverend Tollan on the Society’s website, www.hungarianphilately.org. Reverend Tollan has been on retreat for the past few months, and
an update to the website is planned upon his return.
Lastly, the Board solicited ideas on increasing the Society’s membership and requested help
in seeking out members who would volunteer to undertake an increased role in the workings of the
Society in the light of next year’s election of officer.


NOTES AND PICTURES FROM THE STAMPSHOW
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

There was more to the SHP participation than what was reported in Alan’s President’s Corner, Bob’s Secretary’s Report or the minutes of the board meeting articles. For me, the biggest thrill
was pressing the flesh with the many members that I encountered. Roger Szymanski, T. P.
McDermott and Frank Fodor were pressed for time and couldn’t make the official events, but ‘reported in’ at the society table. Not only that, in the quest for Hungarian material, I encountered an old
friend and newsletter contributor Andrew Cronin who came all the way from Toronto because “there
are 170 dealers here at the show!”
Sam and Ellen Brasham graciously invited us to their house for a social hour before dinner.
We were pleased to be able to join them in celebrating their 54th wedding anniversary! Congratulations, Ellen and Sam!
Our table was overflowing with 19 members, friends and family who gathered for dinner at a
local Italian restaurant. Soon, there were no strangers in the group. While their husbands talked
‘shop’ about such divergent topics as philately and soccer, newly minted grandmothers Julie
Krajcsovics and Diane Kohalmi shared their joy and talked about their one-week old grandson and
two-week old twin granddaughters. Dr. Andrew Munster dispensed career choice advice to medical
student Jenny Greiner, who is Andy Kohalmi’s girlfriend. I tried to capture the spirit of the occasion in a few pictures shown on the next page.
Fourteen members plus one guest were present at the general meeting on Saturday afternoon.
Alan Hoover reiterated some of the highlights of the Society’s activities and conveyed the infor-
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mation from the board meeting to the attendees. He also acknowledged the help offered by Frank
Miller in the continued drive for new members and by Randy Frank to help coordinate the events
next year at SESCAL in California. He expressed confidence that by rotating the annual meetings
around the United States, more members would be able to attend the meetings.
During the round table discussion that followed, members voiced their opinions and suggestions. New member John Nagy expressed a strong desire to see articles revisiting the basics of Hungarian philately in future issues of the newsletter. Jim Gaul was recognized for his first-time exhibit
with a Certificate of Appreciation. Al Kugel noted that while his current exhibits were not strictly
Hungarian in nature, the history of the Balkans is closely tied in with Hungary’s as evidenced by several items in his Albania exhibit.

Ellen and Sam Basham Hosted a Social Hour in their Home for Friends and Family on Friday Afternoon.
From left to right, Andy Kohalmi, Csaba Kohalmi, Sam Basham, Bob Morgan, Alan Hoover, Annette Hoover,
Edith Morgan, Andrew Munster, David Ebert, Ellen Basham.

Ellen and Sam Basham & Csaba Kohalmi
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Bob Morgan (standing) Engages Don
Heller and Judge & Mrs. Carrigan in an
After-dinner Conversation
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Top: Judge & Mrs. Jay Carrigan;
Right: Edith Morgan and Dr. Andrew Munster;
Below: Annette and Alan Hoover

Left: Mrs.
Kugel;
Top right:
Julie & Endre
Krajcsovics
and Don Heller;
Right: The
Carrigans &
Al Kugel

Top: Csaba and Diane Kohalmi;
Right: Jenny Greiner and David Ebert

/Photos by Bob Morgan, Diane and Csaba Kohalmi./
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2003 NEW ISSUES
Issued 14 March 2003
100th Anniversary of the Nemzeti Sport
Face value: HUF 150. Size: 40 x 30mm (stamp) + 26 x 30mm (label).
Designer: Miklós Forgács. The design shows the first edition of the Nemzeti Sport (National Sport)
newspaper. The attached label shows a portrait of swimmer Alfréd Hajós, Hungary’s Olympic
Champion in first modern games held in Athens, 1896.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd..
Easter 2003
Face value: HUF 32. Size: 26 x 33mm.
Designer: Dóra Keresztes. The design depicts a crucified Jesus alongside tulip and flower motifs representing the Resurrection and rebirth.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in sheets of 100 stamps.
Issued 20 March 2003
Pro Juventute - Extreme Sports
Face value: Miniature sheet of 4 stamps HUF 450 (3 x HUF 100 + 1 x HUF 100+50). Size: 132 x
58mm (miniature sheet), 28.3 x 40mm (individual stamps).
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. Designs depict BMX bike riding, snowboarding, skydiving, and whitewater kayaking. The surcharge was to benefit youth philatelic activities.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 sheets.
Tourism – Health Spa Hotels
Face value: HUF 110, 120. Size: 50 x 30mm.
Designer: László Dudás. The designs depict the Rogner Health Spa Hotel in Héviz and the Hélia
Health Spa Hotel in Budapest.
Technical details: 200,000 stamps printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in sheets of 50.
Hungarian Aviation History
Face value: HUF 142, 160. Size: 50 x 30mm.
Designer: László Dudás. The designs depict the Gerle-13 designed by Antal Bánhidi (1933) and the
L-2 Róma aircraft designed by Árpád Lampich (1925). Both aircraft designs were build by the Sport
Aviation Association of the Technical University of Budapest. Bánhidi, together with co-pilot Tibor
Bisits, completed the philatelically well-documented 1933 tour around the Mediterranean in the
Gerle-13 in 100 flight hours.
Technical details: 200,000 sets of stamps printed using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in
sheets of 50.
Greetings II.
Face value: HUF 200. Size: 184 x 52mm (booklet dimension).
Designer: Júlia Gyüre. Designs depict various greeting and congratulatory messages.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. Issued as a cellophane wrapped,
self-adhesive booklet pane.
Issued 9 April 2003
In Memorial – Space Shuttle Columbia
Face value: HUF 500. Size: 92 x 71mm (souvenir sheet), 45 x 30mm (stamp in sheet).
Designer: Pál Varga. The design is similar to the Challenger Memorial sheet issued in 1986 and pictures the ill-fated Columbia. The names of the astronauts are listed alongside the stamp.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 100,000
numbered sheets.
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Issued 10 April 2003
Opening of the Budapest Sport Arena
Face value: HUF 120. Size: Size: 40 x 30mm (stamp) + 26 x 30mm (label).
Designers: Szilvia Lázár and Tibor Raszler based on photo by József Hajdu. The design depicts the
new sports arena built to replace the one destroyed by fire three years ago. The attached label shows
a portrait of swimmer Zoltán Halmay, Hungarian Olympic champion in St. Louis, 1904.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 stamps.
Ice Hockey World Championships
Face value: Size: Size: 40 x 30mm (stamp) + 26 x 30mm (label).
Designers: Miklós Forgács, Szilvia Lázár and Tibor Raszler based on photo by József Hajdu. The design depicts the emblem of the Division I, Group A, Ice Hockey World Championships held in Budapest. The label shows Rudolf Bauer, Hungarian Olympic champion in discus in Paris, 1900.
Technical details: 200,000 stamps printed using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd.
Issued 14 April 2003
Signing of the Treaty of Accession to the European Union
Face value: HUF 500. Size: 104 x 70mm (souvenir sheet), 35 x 35mm (stamp in sheet).
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The stamp design shows a hand holding a quill. The background of the
souvenir sheet shows the Royal Palace of Buda and the Acropolis of Athens.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 120,000 numbered sheets. The fluorescent overlay on the sheet depicts the European Union logo of the Hungarian
Foreign Ministry.
Issued 24 April 2003
Police Day – Definitive Issue
Face value: HUF 65. Size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ágnes Rozmann. The design depicts a policeman on a motorcycle with the Hungarian telephone emergency help number ‘112.’
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in a quantity required to satisfy
postal demand.
Issued 6 May 2003
300th Anniversary of Prince Rákóczi’s War of Independence
Face value: Miniature sheet of 4 stamps HUF 480 (4 x HUF 120). Size: 120 x 60mm (miniature
sheet), 25 x 35mm (individual stamps from the sheet).
Designer: Attila Elekes. The designs depict weapons from the kuruc freedom fight, Prince Rákoczi’s
seal and coinage, and the Pro Libertate flag of the movement.
Technical details: 200,000 small sheets printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd.
76th Stamp Day
Face value: HUF 35, 40 (stamps), 400+100 (souvenir sheet). Size: 30 x 27.7 (stamps), 80 x 60mm
(souvenir sheet), 40 x 31.5 (stamp from souvenir sheet).
Designer: Miklós Forgács. The souvenir sheet design depicts József Molnár’s contemporary painting
of the Danubius Fountain on Calvin Square. The stamps show two female forms from the fountain.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. The stamps were issued in an
edition of 200,000 sets; 80,000 numbered souvenir sheets were printed.


WANTED: Postal history material from the 1956 Hungarian Uprising such as contemporary covers
and cards mailed from Hungary between October and December 1956. Also, any private and commercial souvenir items created for the anniversaries of October 23, 1956. Please contact David Miles
via e-mail: David.m.@trianon.freeserve.co.uk.
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HUNGARIAN STAMPS FOR SALE
Different and unusual items seldom offered for sale - net priced from $50 to $5000
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A VIEW IN FULL COLOR AT:
www.northstamp.com
Little Gems of Hungary
Austria & Hungary Naval Covers
Hungary Philatelic Literature

SALES CIRCUIT MATERIAL WANTED: The Society for Hungarian Philately operates
a sales circuit of Hungarian philatelic material for its members residing in the United States.
SHP members can participate in the sales circuit at no additional charges as a buyer, seller, or
both. The circuit is looking for all kinds of Hungarian stamps, covers, and postal stationery
to offer to prospective buyers. Enhance your collection - Sell your surplus items! For information on how to submit material as a seller or how to become a buyer, contact:
H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092, tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
to be announced

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002- (new format)

Each book individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of 11 for
$320.00. Freight fees will be added to all orders. Order from:
H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

SOCIETY FOR HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
GENERAL MEEETING
AT THE APS STAMPSHOW 2003, COLUMBUS, OHIO

From left to right: David Ebert, Sam Basham, Randall Frank, Frank Delzer, Don Heller,
Jim Gaul, Alan Hoover, Lyman Caswell, John Nagy, Frank Miller
(Not shown in the picture: Robert Morgan, Jay Carrigan, Al Kugel and Csaba Kohalmi)

SHP Show Cover Commemorating the Ohio Statehood Bicentennial
and the 100th Anniversary of Powered Manned Flight
/A limited number of cancelled covers are available for $2 + legal size stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Please contact the Editor./

